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Enter the Ebook Library is a series exploring the origin and development of the modern aesthetic
female physique. Figures In The Landscape showcases physique photos by Bill Dobbins shot
against the background of a variety of wild and wonderful backgrounds - beach, mountains and
deserts - plus descriptions of what this kind of photography is all about and some of the
difficulties and problems encountered doing this kind of photography. Photos include women
bodybuilders, fitness and figure competitors, fitness models, women athletes, and various kinds
of Ebook Librarys.

About the AuthorPatrick Hite has spent more than twenty-five years working for newspapers and
radio stations in the Shenandoah Valley and Piedmont regions of Virginia. He has won seven
Virginia Press Association awards, including ones for his column writing. His dream is to one day
be a skipper on Disney World's Jungle Cruise. He lives in Staunton with his wife, Kari; and
daughters, Alexa and Ainsley. This is his second book.
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Bodybuilders” (Artisan) And“Modern Ebook Librarys” (Taschen)Copyright 2012 Bill DobbinsAll
Rights ReservedTABLE OF CONTENTSNOT JUST THE JEWELTHE TYRANNY OF
COMPETITIONDESERT ENVYLOCATIONS: EXPLOITING RESOURCESABOUT BILL
DOBBINSNOT JUST THE JEWELA man would not gift a woman with a beautiful, precious jewel
in a cheap, inferior setting. It’s not just the jewel, but the setting. Throughout the history of
painting, a great deal of care, effort and craftsmanship was devotedto surrounding the art with
an appropriate frame. Human perception is designed to see and compare object and
background. Everything is seen and evaluated in context.I have always kept this in mind
photographing aesthetic female physique. Of course, I do many photos in the studio, which
gives me complete control over variables like lighting, props and set. But I have also enjoyed
taking these women on location - to the beach, the desert or mountains - and creating images
that combine the fantastic beauty of these unusual bodies with the rugged wonder of these
fantastic natural environments.The aesthetic physiques are the jewels, the beautiful landscapes
the settings.But some landscapes work better for my eye than others. I prefer a hard, often bare
landscape. For example, I bought a 4WD truck to I could go out into the desert, navigate deeply
furrowed roads, cross streams and arroyos, be able to drive across sandy dunes without
trouble. There were a couple of times when I had trouble with a mini van in rough terrain - I
banged and broke the oil pan - and occasions when I took changes driving through sand, hoping
I wouldn't get stuck.I avoid shooting in “pretty” locations such as piney woods and rolling hills. If I
were in the location in which The Sound of Music opening was shot (Maria spinning around on
the hilltop), I would have moved closer to the rugged slopes of the nearby snow capped Alps.
Shooting as I do sometimes in Hawaii, I stay away from the lush jungle- like backgrounds (Kauai
abounds in them) and look for lava strewn beaches instead.Incidentally, on one trip to Hawaii I
was booked every day to shoot at dawn and sunset out at one beach or another.This meant
getting up at 4 AM and left no time for night time socializing. A friend commiserated with
me,saying it was too bad I wasn’t getting to have any kind of a vacation. I thought of this one
morning, standing on abeautiful beach as the sky lightened and the sun began to show itself
above the horizon, totally alone in that beauty except for a lovely, nude model. If what you are
doing for work is exciting and fulfilling enough, the concept of holiday loses its meaning,My
Figures In The Landscape photos have always been among my most popular. Evidently, a lot of
viewers also like the idea of juxtaposing these sculpted bodies against the sculpture nature has
created by wind, water and other natural forces. An assistant of mine told me, “I like those shots
because they would be excellent landscapes if the bodies were not in the picture.” And I



understand her point. I see a lot of photos done outdoors in which the photographer has posed
the model against a dirt mound or a featureless rock wall. What you see behind the model is
simply not beautiful or interesting. So going out on location in those cases was simply a waste
of time.Just recently on Facebook, a fan commented that he noticed that I usually employed
deep depth of field, with both the model and the background in sharp focus. If you look at other
photos, particularly those in the fashion world, you’ll see the background often goes soft and out
of focus to draw attention to the model. But I don’t see the point of this when some of the
backgrounds I shoot against are among the most beautiful landscapes in the world.This extreme
depth of field is something I always admired in photographers like Ansel Adams. Adams was
once complimented on the extreme realism of his photos and he begged to differ. His photos,
he pointed out, in the best of f/64 tradition, were frequently in focus from 3 feet in front of the lens
to the mountains in the extreme distance. That is simply not how the human eye works. We do
not see an entire scene in focus, but selectively look at and focus on various elements in turn
while our brains piece together an overall picture of what’s in front of us in our minds. So a photo
in sharp focus from very near to very far is actually an extreme abstraction,One important
variable in location landscape photography is light. When shooting outdoors at the beach or in
the desert, it becomes important what part of the world you are in, what time of year it is and
what time of day. In summer, the light gets extremely harsh during the day. So the best light is
just at dawn and at sunset. However, in very hot locations you often find the temperature does
not go down as the sun starts to go down and you may find yourself only able to shoot
comfortable just at sunrise.During late fall, winter and early spring, the light in the middle of the
day is not that harsh. So instead of planning overnight trips, where we shoot very late and then
stay over to shoot the next morning, I can plan to drive outto a location early in the day and then
quit later in the afternoon when we start to lose the light. But another consideration has to do
with what kind of light you get depending on your geographic situation. In some locations, the
sun may rise or set behind mountains, so that you first get sunlight well after dawn and find
you’ve lost the light well before official sunset. It frequently takes a lot of scouting and/or
experience to make plans in these situations.There are other considerations when it comes to
shooting out in rugged locations. I’ve already talked about driving away from safe, paved roads.
Driving a mini-van, I’ve banged the oil pan under the engine and been lucky to maketo back to a
service station. In that same vehicle accompanied by two models, I gunned it through some soft
sand out onto a dry lake bed, hoping the surface of the dry lake was as firm as it looked. It was,
but I was talking a chance, since it was a 3 mile walk back to a paved road and that road was a
back one, fifteen miles north of Barstow, CA.The models have to be prepared to do some hiking,
and sometimes in serious heat. I did a shoot with Viviana Soldano where we had to walk a
quarter of a mile in 113 degree heat (the hottest temperature I’ve ever worked in). Fortunately,
Viviana was a trooper and did the hike and the shoot with not a sign of complaint.Another time a
model insisted on bringing a roller suitcase. We had to cover quite a bit of rugged terrain and her
roller was banged up so much it started coming apart and she ended up going back some



distance to retrieve lost items. No rollers and some kind of walking shoes are required. As well
as flip-flops or some other easy to take off and put on foot ware for moving around locations with
rocks or prickles or anything else that can make it hard on the feet.Table of ContentsNOT JUST
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It’s not just the jewel, but the setting. Throughout the history of painting, a great deal of care,
effort and craftsmanship was devotedto surrounding the art with an appropriate frame. Human
perception is designed to see and compare object and background. Everything is seen and
evaluated in context.I have always kept this in mind photographing aesthetic female physique.
Of course, I do many photos in the studio, which gives me complete control over variables like
lighting, props and set. But I have also enjoyed taking these women on location - to the beach,
the desert or mountains - and creating images that combine the fantastic beauty of these
unusual bodies with the rugged wonder of these fantastic natural environments.The aesthetic
physiques are the jewels, the beautiful landscapes the settings.But some landscapes work
better for my eye than others. I prefer a hard, often bare landscape. For example, I bought a
4WD truck to I could go out into the desert, navigate deeply furrowed roads, cross streams and
arroyos, be able to drive across sandy dunes without trouble. There were a couple of times
when I had trouble with a mini van in rough terrain - I banged and broke the oil pan - and
occasions when I took changes driving through sand, hoping I wouldn't get stuck.I avoid
shooting in “pretty” locations such as piney woods and rolling hills. If I were in the location in
which The Sound of Music opening was shot (Maria spinning around on the hilltop), I would
have moved closer to the rugged slopes of the nearby snow capped Alps. Shooting as I do
sometimes in Hawaii, I stay away from the lush jungle- like backgrounds (Kauai abounds in
them) and look for lava strewn beaches instead.Incidentally, on one trip to Hawaii I was booked
every day to shoot at dawn and sunset out at one beach or another.This meant getting up at 4
AM and left no time for night time socializing. A friend commiserated with me,saying it was too



bad I wasn’t getting to have any kind of a vacation. I thought of this one morning, standing on
abeautiful beach as the sky lightened and the sun began to show itself above the horizon, totally
alone in that beauty except for a lovely, nude model. If what you are doing for work is exciting
and fulfilling enough, the concept of holiday loses its meaning,My Figures In The Landscape
photos have always been among my most popular. Evidently, a lot of viewers also like the idea
of juxtaposing these sculpted bodies against the sculpture nature has created by wind, water
and other natural forces. An assistant of mine told me, “I like those shots because they would be
excellent landscapes if the bodies were not in the picture.” And I understand her point. I see a lot
of photos done outdoors in which the photographer has posed the model against a dirt mound
or a featureless rock wall. What you see behind the model is simply not beautiful or interesting.
So going out on location in those cases was simply a waste of time.Just recently on Facebook, a
fan commented that he noticed that I usually employed deep depth of field, with both the model
and the background in sharp focus. If you look at other photos, particularly those in the fashion
world, you’ll see the background often goes soft and out of focus to draw attention to the model.
But I don’t see the point of this when some of the backgrounds I shoot against are among the
most beautiful landscapes in the world.This extreme depth of field is something I always admired
in photographers like Ansel Adams. Adams was once complimented on the extreme realism of
his photos and he begged to differ. His photos, he pointed out, in the best of f/64 tradition, were
frequently in focus from 3 feet in front of the lens to the mountains in the extreme distance. That
is simply not how the human eye works. We do not see an entire scene in focus, but selectively
look at and focus on various elements in turn while our brains piece together an overall picture of
what’s in front of us in our minds. So a photo in sharp focus from very near to very far is actually
an extreme abstraction,One important variable in location landscape photography is light. When
shooting outdoors at the beach or in the desert, it becomes important what part of the world you
are in, what time of year it is and what time of day. In summer, the light gets extremely harsh
during the day. So the best light is just at dawn and at sunset. However, in very hot locations
you often find the temperature does not go down as the sun starts to go down and you may find
yourself only able to shoot comfortable just at sunrise.During late fall, winter and early spring,
the light in the middle of the day is not that harsh. So instead of planning overnight trips, where
we shoot very late and then stay over to shoot the next morning, I can plan to drive outto a
location early in the day and then quit later in the afternoon when we start to lose the light. But
another consideration has to do with what kind of light you get depending on your geographic
situation. In some locations, the sun may rise or set behind mountains, so that you first get
sunlight well after dawn and find you’ve lost the light well before official sunset. It frequently
takes a lot of scouting and/or experience to make plans in these situations.There are other
considerations when it comes to shooting out in rugged locations. I’ve already talked about
driving away from safe, paved roads. Driving a mini-van, I’ve banged the oil pan under the
engine and been lucky to maketo back to a service station. In that same vehicle accompanied
by two models, I gunned it through some soft sand out onto a dry lake bed, hoping the surface of



the dry lake was as firm as it looked. It was, but I was talking a chance, since it was a 3 mile walk
back to a paved road and that road was a back one, fifteen miles north of Barstow, CA.The
models have to be prepared to do some hiking, and sometimes in serious heat. I did a shoot
with Viviana Soldano where we had to walk a quarter of a mile in 113 degree heat (the hottest
temperature I’ve ever worked in). Fortunately, Viviana was a trooper and did the hike and the
shoot with not a sign of complaint.Another time a model insisted on bringing a roller suitcase.
We had to cover quite a bit of rugged terrain and her roller was banged up so much it started
coming apart and she ended up going back some distance to retrieve lost items. No rollers and
some kind of walking shoes are required. As well as flip-flops or some other easy to take off and
put on foot ware for moving around locations with rocks or prickles or anything else that can
make it hard on the feet.NOT JUST THE JEWELA man would not gift a woman with a beautiful,
precious jewel in a cheap, inferior setting. It’s not just the jewel, but the setting. Throughout the
history of painting, a great deal of care, effort and craftsmanship was devotedto surrounding the
art with an appropriate frame. Human perception is designed to see and compare object and
background. Everything is seen and evaluated in context.I have always kept this in mind
photographing aesthetic female physique. Of course, I do many photos in the studio, which
gives me complete control over variables like lighting, props and set. But I have also enjoyed
taking these women on location - to the beach, the desert or mountains - and creating images
that combine the fantastic beauty of these unusual bodies with the rugged wonder of these
fantastic natural environments.The aesthetic physiques are the jewels, the beautiful landscapes
the settings.But some landscapes work better for my eye than others. I prefer a hard, often bare
landscape. For example, I bought a 4WD truck to I could go out into the desert, navigate deeply
furrowed roads, cross streams and arroyos, be able to drive across sandy dunes without
trouble. There were a couple of times when I had trouble with a mini van in rough terrain - I
banged and broke the oil pan - and occasions when I took changes driving through sand, hoping
I wouldn't get stuck.I avoid shooting in “pretty” locations such as piney woods and rolling hills. If I
were in the location in which The Sound of Music opening was shot (Maria spinning around on
the hilltop), I would have moved closer to the rugged slopes of the nearby snow capped Alps.
Shooting as I do sometimes in Hawaii, I stay away from the lush jungle- like backgrounds (Kauai
abounds in them) and look for lava strewn beaches instead.Incidentally, on one trip to Hawaii I
was booked every day to shoot at dawn and sunset out at one beach or another.This meant
getting up at 4 AM and left no time for night time socializing. A friend commiserated with
me,saying it was too bad I wasn’t getting to have any kind of a vacation. I thought of this one
morning, standing on abeautiful beach as the sky lightened and the sun began to show itself
above the horizon, totally alone in that beauty except for a lovely, nude model. If what you are
doing for work is exciting and fulfilling enough, the concept of holiday loses its meaning,My
Figures In The Landscape photos have always been among my most popular. Evidently, a lot of
viewers also like the idea of juxtaposing these sculpted bodies against the sculpture nature has
created by wind, water and other natural forces. An assistant of mine told me, “I like those shots



because they would be excellent landscapes if the bodies were not in the picture.” And I
understand her point. I see a lot of photos done outdoors in which the photographer has posed
the model against a dirt mound or a featureless rock wall. What you see behind the model is
simply not beautiful or interesting. So going out on location in those cases was simply a waste
of time.Just recently on Facebook, a fan commented that he noticed that I usually employed
deep depth of field, with both the model and the background in sharp focus. If you look at other
photos, particularly those in the fashion world, you’ll see the background often goes soft and out
of focus to draw attention to the model. But I don’t see the point of this when some of the
backgrounds I shoot against are among the most beautiful landscapes in the world.This extreme
depth of field is something I always admired in photographers like Ansel Adams. Adams was
once complimented on the extreme realism of his photos and he begged to differ. His photos,
he pointed out, in the best of f/64 tradition, were frequently in focus from 3 feet in front of the lens
to the mountains in the extreme distance. That is simply not how the human eye works. We do
not see an entire scene in focus, but selectively look at and focus on various elements in turn
while our brains piece together an overall picture of what’s in front of us in our minds. So a photo
in sharp focus from very near to very far is actually an extreme abstraction,One important
variable in location landscape photography is light. When shooting outdoors at the beach or in
the desert, it becomes important what part of the world you are in, what time of year it is and
what time of day. In summer, the light gets extremely harsh during the day. So the best light is
just at dawn and at sunset. However, in very hot locations you often find the temperature does
not go down as the sun starts to go down and you may find yourself only able to shoot
comfortable just at sunrise.During late fall, winter and early spring, the light in the middle of the
day is not that harsh. So instead of planning overnight trips, where we shoot very late and then
stay over to shoot the next morning, I can plan to drive outto a location early in the day and then
quit later in the afternoon when we start to lose the light. But another consideration has to do
with what kind of light you get depending on your geographic situation. In some locations, the
sun may rise or set behind mountains, so that you first get sunlight well after dawn and find
you’ve lost the light well before official sunset. It frequently takes a lot of scouting and/or
experience to make plans in these situations.There are other considerations when it comes to
shooting out in rugged locations. I’ve already talked about driving away from safe, paved roads.
Driving a mini-van, I’ve banged the oil pan under the engine and been lucky to maketo back to a
service station. In that same vehicle accompanied by two models, I gunned it through some soft
sand out onto a dry lake bed, hoping the surface of the dry lake was as firm as it looked. It was,
but I was talking a chance, since it was a 3 mile walk back to a paved road and that road was a
back one, fifteen miles north of Barstow, CA.The models have to be prepared to do some hiking,
and sometimes in serious heat. I did a shoot with Viviana Soldano where we had to walk a
quarter of a mile in 113 degree heat (the hottest temperature I’ve ever worked in). Fortunately,
Viviana was a trooper and did the hike and the shoot with not a sign of complaint.Another time a
model insisted on bringing a roller suitcase. We had to cover quite a bit of rugged terrain and her



roller was banged up so much it started coming apart and she ended up going back some
distance to retrieve lost items. No rollers and some kind of walking shoes are required. As well
as flip-flops or some other easy to take off and put on foot ware for moving around locations with
rocks or prickles or anything else that can make it hard on the feet.
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